
Recently the United States military has decided 
to allow women on the front lines.

When asked why it had made this momentous 
decision, the Front Lines said, “yeah, I mean, I 
used to think girls were stupid and icky, but then 
I realized boobs and like whoa.”

While many women rejoice being allowed to 
further serve their country and receive proper 
training for the dangerous situations they are 
often put in, military psychologists are worried.

“Too much is happening too fast,” said Dr. 
Striker, PhD, “First the Front Lines are too old 

for action figures, then they start liking girls? 
Sure, it sounds inclusive now, but what are we 
going to do when the American Front Lines 
refuses to listen to us and locks itself  in its room 
listening to metal all day?”

The change may be irreversible. Several soldiers 
reported that the blast of  gunfire sounds deeper 
these days. Situations are getting hairier and the 
Front Line seems to be going through a growth 
spurt. Already it stretches through many more 
countries than before. 

“And it’s shooting us out of  house and home!” 
complained Congresswoman Ritcher, “Do you 
see how many cartridges it goes through?”

“I can only imagine what will happen when 
the Front Lines starts drinking!” Dr. Striker 
told readme, “Not to mention when it thinks 
about leaving the nest or heaven forbid, go on 
a cross-country road trip! Can you imagine the 
Front Lines backpacking through Colorado?”

He began shuddering uncontrollably; readme 
grew uncomfortable and left his office. Though 
the doctor’s sanity seems uncertain, his question 
rings clear: see what happens when we allow 
women on the Front Lines?
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Conservationist Gareth Morgan (a real per-
son!) called for New Zealand to kill or contain 
all cats in order to save his country’s 
ground-nesting birds.

Birds are not the only prey of  these 
“natural-born killers”. Another 
endangered New Zealand native is 
falling victim as well: hobbits. The 
situation has gotten so harsh for 
these ground-dwelling creatures that 
they have called in Gandalf  the Gray 
Sheep to exterminate the cats. 

The problem is not easily solved. 
“One does not simply walk into the 
litter box,” said Gandalf, stroking his 
wool thoughtfully, “It will take one 
collar to find the cats, one collar to 
bring them all together and in the 
darkness bind them.”

Soon it became clear that the cats were 

servants of  an anti-environmentalist sheep, 
Sauron. He has a Facebook page ten thou-

sand members strong. He feeds his 
cat minions a steady diet of  catnip to 
work them into a blood lust. He is the 
black sheep. 

Gandalf  turned to Craigslist to recruit 
a fellowship to fight for the safety of  
Middle New Zealand (and the rest of  
it, too).   

“I think we’ll do well,” said group 
member Legolas, “after all we have my 
spray bottle-”
“-And my laser pointer,” added Gimli 
the koala. 
Recently the government of  New 
Zealand has gotten word of  Gandalf ’s 
scheme, and, declaring it ridiculous, 
has threatened to send the cats away 
to a prison colony on Australia.

New Zealand: Cats of the Ring Who We Missed at 
the Activities Fair

Flailing Like an Idiot Club
Gladiator Club
Asian Self  Awareness
i like pie club
CMU readme fan club
Chippendale’s (varsity league)
Kiwi’s enthusiast club (all kinds)
Cloudwatching club
Dragon Enthusiasts Club
Future Former Libertarians
White Male Student Association
People Crying for No Reason
Young Terrorists
Inappropriately Timed Music Club
Zombie Survival Club
Snuff  Film Club
Seal Club
Free Food Finders 
251 club
BUSINESS club
Apocalypse Survival Club
Christmas Music Year-Round Club
Ninja Club
Fence Hoggers Club
Pogostick Club
Obfuscated Code Club
Sit Around and Do Homework Club
Wikipedia Battle Club
British Spelling Club



Congress was just on its annual bipartisan roadtrip when the van broke 
down in an eerily empty town. According to Old Man Romney, everyone 
had been frightened away by the Fiscal Cliff. He told Congress to leave and 
definitely not investigate this, or else they were DOOMED! Congress, of  
course, headed over as soon as Romney stopped babbling.

“Let’s split up, Gang of  Eight!,” Senator Richard J. Durbin declared as soon 
as they entered the spooky mansion, not noticing that the Republicans had 
been off  doing their own inves-
tigation for the past half  hour 
already. Obvi- ously, everyone 
assumed, this ‘Fiscal Cliff ’ 
business would be easier to 
solve without inter-party 
cooperation.

The gang first began to 
suspect that the fiscal cliff  might 
not be what it seemed when 
Nancy Pelosi accidentally 
leaned on a candlestick that 
was actually the switch for 
a secret door, making her fall 
down a slide into a room full 
of  fiscal cliff  costumes. “The 
fiscal cliff  isn’t real!” she announced when she was finally rescued, “It’s just 
a caricature of  an economic disaster!”

The fiscal cliff  then appeared to chase down Speaker John Boehner and 
group mascot Bab-(R.), the Conservative Elephant, cuing a musical chase 
sequence where the two led the fiscal cliff  into a conveniently-placed hay-
bale maker. “Let’s see who the fiscal cliff  really is!” declared Durbin as he 
pulled the mask off  of  the Fiscal Cliff, revealing it to be Old Man Romney!

“Yes, it was me!” Old Man Romney confessed, “I pretended to be the fiscal 
cliff  to scare people away from Obama so they’d elect me President instead! 
And I’d have gotten away with it, too, if  it weren’t for you meddling Con-
gressmen and your laws stating that presidential elections can only happen 
once every four years!”

WHERE CAN I GET MORE 
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FINE ARTICLES?
readme will be handed out on Fridays in front of 
Doherty, and can be picked up  in the entrance 

of Doherty, Baker, Hunt, and the UC, and at Taz-
za D’Oro, Resnik, Skibo, the UC foodcourt, and 

Newell-Simon eatery

Pop star shaves head as penance 
for being ‘human’
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Also in this issue...

 On Friday last week, Minami Minegishi of  J-pop’s girl 
group AKB48 shaved her head in a tearful apology for being a 
human being. The admission came in the wake of  tabloid pho-
tos that captured the J-pop idol trying to surreptitiously pick her 
nose in the privacy of  her own home. Describing her actions as 
“thoughtless and immature”, Minegishi wept and begged her fans 
for forgiveness. “If  it is possible, I wish from the bottom of  my 
heart to stay in the band. Everything I did is entirely my fault. I am 
so sorry.”

 Her apology fell on deaf  ears among fans. Of  five fans 
interviewed on the streets of  Tokyo, three reported that they were 
“devastated” and “traumatized” by her actions. The other two 
could not be reached through the oceans of  tears literally pour-
ing down their cheeks. “The way that she flared her nose right 
before the ‘incident’... it was so indecent.” a fan, who asked to 
be unnamed for lack of  having one, reported. “It was like she’s 
been picking out boogies all her life. What’s next, pimples? Bad 
breath? Or heaven forbid,” he asked, shuddering and turning blue, 
“Poops?”

 Management of  AKB48 seemed much more forgiving of  
the disgraced pop star. Though the band initially reacted by suing 
Minegishi out of  her livelihood and casting her out into the street, 
the management graciously allowed her to stay on under “trainee 
status” at the mansion. Minegishi was last seen gratefully laboring 
in AKB48’s rock garden. “I’m glad I shaved my head after all,” 
Minegishi grunted between swings of  her pickaxe, “It helps keeps 
me from overheating, and hopefully I’ll be able to turn this into a 
zen garden in time for AKB48’s new album cover.”
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Navy Minesweeper
In recent news, a U.S. 
Navy minesweeper ran 
aground off  the coast of  
the Philippines, forc-
ing an evacuation and 
raising the question of  
how to get it unstuck. 
Navy officers working 
on the project eventually 
concluded that it could 
only be removed piece 
by piece, rather than all 
at once. The process, of  
course, is not without its 
setbacks.

“There aren’t many 
members of  the Navy 
who are any good at this 
game,” said Pacific Fleet 
spokesman Lt. Antho-

ny Falvo, “My personal record’s about a minute on beginner mode. 
Some of  the majors can do better, but they haven’t really played in a 
while. We decided it would be better to leave this to the experts, so we 
brought in some outside help.”

Heading the dismantling effort is 38-year old Ernst Weatherby, a man 
with no prior military involvement who is reported to have not left 
his mother’s basement in over a decade. Upon learning of  the Navy’s 
predicament, he is said to have declared proudly that ‘[he] has been 
preparing for this day [his] entire life’.

When asked about his credentials, Weatherby only replied, “Please. I’ve 
been playing Minesweeper since before you were in diapers. I can flag a 
mine with a single mouseclick. I’ve beaten beginner mode in less than 
five seconds and advanced in under a minute. You couldn’t have picked 
a better man for the job.”

Weatherby and his twelve-nerdling team were flown out a few days 
after the decision to dismantle the minesweeper was reached and the 
removal is expected to take about a month. When asked why it would 
take so much time, the team admitted, “Well, the interface they’ve set 
up for us isn’t perfect. The cranes take a while to move each square out 
of  the way, and then we’ve got to wait for the dive team to tell us what 
the number underneath them was. And it’s been taking us a while to 
start because you just know the first square we pick is going to have a 
bomb under it.”

Investigators are still trying to determine what caused the minesweep-
er to run aground, but suspect it had something to do with someone 
using the ship’s computers to play Solitaire.
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U.S. and allies call North Korea “too provocative”
 American, South Korean, and Japanese officials drew to-
gether on Sunday to warn North Korea against any “provocative” 
moves. The North Korean leader, Kim Jong Un, had announced 
an “important announcement” earlier that day, in possible refer-
ence to plans for a new nuclear bomb test. U.S. Secretary of  State 
John Kerry was particularly excoriating on the subject. 
 “… [North Korea] will face significant consequences 
from the international community if  it continues its behavior.” 
he told the press as he fielded calls between Korean and Japanese 
ambassadors. Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida shook his 
head sadly during his Skype session with Kerry, declining only to 
reiterate that “Certain moves are simply too provocative”. 
 North Korea shocked the world last April when its failed 
launch was accompanied by dancers daggering to Elton John’s 
classic song “Rocket Man”. The U.S. and its allies had sanctioned 

the use of  any dances but the internationally approved sprinkler, 
and they vocally criticized what was otherwise a successful perfor-
mance by the Song and Dance Ensemble of  the Korean People’s 
Army.
 This year, Kerry seems to have reason to believe that Kim 
Jung Un is looking to up the ante. “The highly sexually charged 
theme of  last year’s dance moves were more reminiscent of  his 
late father’s groove,” Kerry tweeted to the White House, “In this 
year’s launch, we have reason to believe Kim Jung Un will strive 
for a similarly sexualized but menacingly self-conscious direction 
with his choreography. It may get interpretive.” 
 The North Korean twitter last night published a short 
but cryptic response to the allegations: “Our Dear Leader is too 
authentic to end it.”
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Cut-Out Your Own Valentines! 

watchme
Premieres February 7 in UC McConomy 



cmuTV claims readme IS AB Publications

Long has AB Publications been a beloved 
member of  our community, saving the world 
with the Board of  Activities (and Justice!), 
cleaning up our streets—of  snow, mostly—
and letting us know what movies are playing 
in McConomy this weekend. But cmuTV 
believes there is another face to this icon, 
namely that of  mild-mannered newspaper 
readme. cmuTV had recently entered into 
a business deal with readme, and has lately 
become suspicious of  its partner’s behavior. 
“It’s just a bit weird,” it notes, “You never see 
readme and AB Publications in the same place 
together, they look identical, and they both 
really like talking about how awesome readme 
is. I’m just saying, it’s not outside the realm of  
possibility.”
But this theory has been met with doubt from 
the public at large. “There’s no way,” states 
one such skeptic, “AB Publications wears 
glasses. readme wears contacts. How could 

they be the same person if  only one of  them 
wears glasses?”

“They’re probably just really close friends,” 
says another, “That’s why they wear the same 
clothes, and live in the same single, and some-
times sign receipts with the other’s name.”
To those closest to readme, the idea is nothing 
short of  ridiculous. “Could readme be AB 
Publications?” readme’s coworker and ex-girl-
friend the Tartan laughed, “Don’t be silly. 
readme is just so klutzy and timid. It keeps 
telling me I should go out with it again, but 
really, who wants to date someone like that? 
Now, AB Publications, on the other hand,” she 
adds with a swoon, “It’s such a dreamboat. But 
it keeps telling me I should go out with read-
me, for some reason. It probably just wants to 
protect me from its enemies.”
In response to these allegations, readme 
announced, “No, I am not AB Publications. 
Though I understand the confusion,” it 
continued, “seeing as we’re both incredibly 
awesome and the Tartan finds us physically 
attractive.” readme then ducked inside a phone 
booth and reporters can only assume it went 
home after that, seeing as the only person 
in the phone booth a second later was AB 
Publications.

“No, I’m not readme,” AB Publications de-
clared, finally laying to rest all doubts on the 
matter once and for all. “But if  you ask me, re-
adme seems like an incredibly awesome paper. 
The Tartan should totally go out with it.”

Despite the regular occurrence of  snow-
fall in Pittsburgh, many residents are still 
apparently struggling to understand the 
crystalline precipitation. In particular, the 
residents of  Beeler Street seem particular-
ly baffled by the idea, and seem to have no 
fucking idea how to fucking shovel it.

This can be seen by simply walking down 
the aforementioned street, where no more 
than two or three of  the many houses lin-
ing the road have shoveled their goddamn 
sidewalks.

This unfamiliarity is particularly surprising 
given the increased prevalence of  snow 
in recent years, particularly the so-called 
“Snowpocalypse” which took place just 
a few years ago. In just the past week, at 
least three or four days have experienced 
constant snowfall.

Presumably, many of  these simpletons as-
sume that the weather is controlled by the 

giant weather machine atop Hamerschlag 
Hall, rather than being a complex interac-
tion of  air pressure differences between 
one place and another. They likely con-
clude that this snow will magically disap-
pear on its own, rather than understanding 
that the sun must heat this snow substan-
tially to melt it completely.

In the meantime, the partially-melted 
snow continues to turn into a slush that 
is both inconvenient to walk through and 
unappealing to look at.

As such, readme would like to send out 
a public service announcement to tell 
people to get off  their asses and shovel 
their fucking sidewalks instead of  incon-
veniencing literally everyone who has to 
walk down the street on a daily basis.

Seriously.

Cootie Epidemic 

Pittsburghers Too Shocked by Concept of 
Snow to Fucking Shovel It

EVERYONE IN PITT IS DEAD. Now 
that we have your attention, you may 
be wondering why everyone in Pitt is 
dead. It turns out that a lethal strain of  
cooties is sweeping Pittsburgh, killing all 
those who dare to engage in romantic 
escapades. You can probably guess what 
happened at the University of  Pittsburgh 
(Hint: fucking). 

Normally readme wouldn’t bother wor-
rying about sex-related diseases at CMU 
because… well, just because. However, 
apparently there are people at CMU who 
actually have sex. If  that’s you, congrat-
ulations! You’re going to die. Usually the 
solution would be a quick cootie shot, 
but unfortunately there is a dire short-
age of  cootie shots at Health Services. 
As you obviously learned in health 
class, all cootie shots are composed of  
“circle circle, dot dot,” but sadly the US 
is suffering from a global dot shortage. 
readme blames the government. 

Realizing the risk of  further carnal 
casualties, CMU has officially launched 
the new “Don’t Have Sex” campaign. If  
you’re in SCS, good work. For everyone 
else, CMU has launched new semi-
nars helping undergraduates avoid the 
dangerous allure of  sex. The seminars 
include “Misogyny 101”, “Showering: 
Who Needs It?”, and “Stalking: Chicks 
Dig It.” These should not be confused 
with the classic class for women: “If  
You Have Sex You Will Get a Disease 
and Die. Also You’ll Get Pregnant.” If  
those seminars aren’t enough to scare 
you away from the horizontal mambo, 
Jared Cohon has instructed all professors 
to assign more homework so no one has 
time to have sex. That’s why you have so 
much homework, to protect you. You’re 
welcome. 
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Ballroom Dance Club Lessons
Mondays & Wednesdays, 8-11pm, Rangos Ballroom
With Salsa Tuesdays, 8-10pm, Morewood Activities Room
$5/Salsa lesson, $25/semester, 1st lesson free

Talk Back!
Radio show by WRCT
Tuesdays, 9pm, 88.3 FM or podcast at WRCT.org

Free Improv Comedy Workshops
With the No Parking Players improv troupe
Thursdays and Sundays, 8pm, PH A18B
No experience necessary!

Open Mic Night
Wednesday, February 6
6:00pm -- Skibo Cafe

AB Underground presents - Kishi Bashi
Thursday, February 7
7:30pm -- The Underground

AB Skibo presents - Craig Schoedler
Wednesday, February 13
6:00pm -- Skibo Cafe

Events and Things On and Off Campus

Monsters, Inc.
Thursday, February 7
8pm, 10pm, Midnight

Wreck-It Ralph
Friday, February 8
8pm, 10pm, Midnight

The Incredibles
Saturday, February 9
8pm, 10pm, Midnight

Join
readme

We need funny writers, non-funny writers, photo-
manipulation artists, and your mom.

Meetings @ 6:30
Wednesdays

in UC 306
ikrislov@cmu.edu

The Master
Thursday, February 14
7:30pm, 10pm, 12:30am

Life of  Pi
Friday, February 15
8pm ,10pm , Midnight

Flight
Sunday, February 17
7:30pm,10pm,12:30am


